
WHITE ROSE  / ROAD BLOCKER H.50 BUFFALO SERIES TECHNICAL SPECIFICATIONS 

    

1.   The Road blocker 's height should be minimum 500mm from the ground. 

2.   All mateial’s  should be UPN and IPN in Road blocker. Not used any materyal like profile iron . 

3.   Shall not be less than the minimum width of 800 mm. 

4.   Moving the upper wing plate 10 mm and made of steel should be. 

5.   80X50X6 UPN ‘s material should be welding, with an interval of 500mm in moving blocks. 

6.  Road Blocker’s should be supported front side lower and middle ,as a triangle IPN pieces welding ,so that IPN 

shock to must meet the impact strike. 

 7.   The Road Blocker hinges should be installation to the bottom of the upper plate. For prevent corrosion by 

exposure to rain or snow. And NOT appear in the upper side of the hinges.  

8. While the Road blocker moving upward ,the rear part of the Road Blocker's fixed inside the safe enclosure is 

created by entering the circle inward shock to a metal hinge that rather than sit by passing the burden of the outer 

casing and the concrete meet. 

9.   The moving part in hinges has to be bushing. And bushing materiel should be brass and shaft must be at least 25 

mm. 

10. For periodic maintanence or repair part’s  shoul be one cover 'to reach the top of the sump in the hinges and 

inside. 

11. The Road blocker should be solar system lamp on both sides of the front side.For see at night.  

12. Road blocker can withstand 30 tons per axle should be. 

13. The hydraulic main power system should be 380 V AC, 50 Hz. 

14. Hydraulic pressure control sholud be very fine regulated. 

15. Road blocker 's external hard box of about 80 UPN must be made in a cube. And UPN still stranded intervals. The 

mean time not to go into the concrete bottom and side facades of concrete covered with hair outside. 

16. All used components valve’s, pumps, solenoid valve’s should be CE Standard. 
 
17. Hydraulic hoses R2 double-stranded steel wire, insulated and underground type of rubber used in the interior and 

exterior. Metal and copper pipe not used . 

18. The Road blocker main paint should be epoxy and all articles must have notice stimulus.like (  STOP, Don’t  

touch,etc. ) And the caution stimulus should be yellow. 

19. The system oil temperature gauge oil pressure gauge and level gauge should be. 

20. Road blocker manufacturer's 7.5 tons at 85 km from a vehicle crash tests certificate should be. And the block must 

have a pressure of 50 tons, which means scrap test images and document the test results must be approved by the 

competent authority or a notary public. ( K12 NORM ) 

21. The system should be frustrated with manual hand valve when the power failure. 

22. Optionally, When the power failure, manual hydraulic hand pump should be move up road blocker. 

23. Opening and closing time should be adjustable between 4 and 6 seconds. 

24. Auto shut-off time should be adjustable between 1 and 78 seconds. 

25. Electronic card driver should be solid Theriac and contactor. 



26. Electronic card is lead-free ( FR4 ), and should be covering copper plating. 

27. The electronic card input’s and output’s has to be ,Optocouplers / Isolators.For protection Against harmful 

interference from outside. 

28. The engine run time to adjust trimpot on the card must be. 

29. Traffic signaling lamp should be output to connect to the electronic card. 

30. Road blocker hydraulic barrier system work in sync with the electronic card to connect to the original output (sync 

output) should be. 

31. Electronic card must be on the photocell output. Security for the 2 sets of mutual safety photocell or 1 double 

antenna loop detector available. 

32. Electronic card to support the functional connections should be 12 V and 24 V outputs.  

33. Road blocker control board microprocessor card must be able to connect various digital and analog components, 

and should be adjustable. 

34. With microprocessor control panel the motor working with a lower and upper limit on the duration of the motor 

protection feature should work without. 

35. Fusing for motor and solenoid valve was done on the electronic card should be. 

36. Electronic switch for motor protection must be integrated on the card. Motor protection switch should be CE 

standard. 

37. Main power supply must be connected with 30 Amps ,PCB terminal blocks. 

38. Hydraulic and electrical components in a cabin must be painted RAL 7035 polyester outer space. Intervene in the 

cabinet with 2 door and 2 must have ventilation louvers. Cabinet wall thickness of 1.2 mm, and should be supported 

by the carrier profile. 

39. The motor should be work in  -20C / +70C  temperature. 

40. Electronic card should be conform, access control systems like; remote control, button, card reader, automatic 

switching, license plate recognition systems, able to connect to all kinds of vehicles scan. 

41. The main power system should be operated with 220/380 V AC 3 Phase / 50 Hz (+ / - 20%). 

42. The manufacturer fabrication errors should be 2 (two) year warranty and 10 (ten) year spare parts guarantee. 

43. Manufacturer's ISO 9001 - 2008 TUV, CE, TSE-HYB, Capacity Report, 3rd Party Test Report available. 

44. Company on completion of the work products industry, approved by the Ministry must give a warranty and a 

detailed user guide. Companies will be excluded from the evaluation that does not have this feature. 

45. Company should be authorized dealer. 

 


